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INTRODUCTION 

 

 LEONARDO DA VINCI , MICHELANGELO BOTH CONTEMPORARY OF EACH 

OTHER BELIEVED IN INCARNATION AS QUIET EVIDENT FROM THEIR WORKS 

LIKE SALVATOR MUNDI. They not only believed in incarnation but also 

believed in second coming of Jesus. They secretly have been known to to hide 

symbols and meanings from wide view of public in their works so as not to 

attract attention but at the same time demonstrating their belief. From Jesus 

mother to jesus himself , Monalisa has been a subject of speculation for 

centuries .while some believe the secret is lost forever with the painter, 

Author and Researcher Tim cook explores other unknown side of Leonardo’s 

traits to decode real MONALISA.Tim cook moves on to further narrate about 

western and eastern deep theosophical connections. 

This incarnation theory and various illustrations by da vinci in his works  made 

Tim cook reach to the conclusion that Leonardo works are not only a 

masterpiece but holds conclusive evidence of Indian connection. Tim cook 

connected all dots to complete the missing pieces so as to get a clear view of 

the picture.TIM COOK refers to ancient scriptures to draw out striking 

similarities between the western and eastern civilization works.Da Vinci had 

been a scientist and man of faith who had lived in "difficult times" and had 

hidden his messages so as not to be attacked. 

 

Tim cook also points how error might have crept in otherwise knowledge 

which kept on passing without being diluted or adulterated ,during 

understanding of this religious painting of renaissance and carried forward 

hence by all experts, scholars and thinkers.Even great researchers kept 

repeating the same mistakes in studying renaissance arts especially that of 

Leonardo da vinci and Michelangelo,they forgot to take in account humor and 

Basic knowledge and understanding of hindu system which is quite empirical 

here to arrive to the conclusion. Tim cook also points to the common error 
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done almost by every author and theorists currently on earth in studying 

renaissance period works and arts. 

 

 

              ouroboros 

 

 

Snake eating it’s tail symbolizes The system(especially government) 

which was created for infinite time has somehow now added limit to 

it’s age by eating it’s own tail .The snake (system) which was 

vulnerable when it removes it’s skin has now become healthy again . 

 

Various theosophical theorists believe the connection is even more 

evident in works like creation of adam by Michelangelo. Creation of 

ADAM answers specific questions as to creation of soul where the god 

is pointing to his own image which is inside everyone as chitta.he is 

pointing to location of consciousness which is inside the 

brain.Darwin’s theory fall shortfall of answering questions like creation 

of soul while comfortable at the same answering about evolution of 

soul. Hindus have been known to work particularly on the location of 

chitta in human body from a very long time,ancient scriptures points 
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to that time billion of years ago .Hindus believe total soul more or less 

remains equal of all beings.they also belived in REINCARNATION. 

Renaissance was a period of prosperity across Europe and it was a 

period when people from all over the globe met to share knowledge 

and so author hints at MONALISA , the much controversial figure to  

be a warrior rather than anything else and moves on to relate him 

furthe to Indian hindu god Krishna i.e Vishnu. 

 

 

"Animals will be seen upon the earth, who will always be 
fighting among themselves, with the greatest harm and 
many deaths on either side ... O world, why do you not open 
and precipitate them into the deep fissures of your chasms 
and caves, and no more exhibit to heaven so cruel and 
ruthless a monster?" 

The explanation for the prophecy reveals that it speaks "of 

the cruelty of man". 

Again and again, works by Leonardo seem to anticipate ages 
he cannot have known anything about. This is true of his 
drawings of machines such as tanks, flying machines and 
mechanical diggers. These forward-thinking ideas that 
absorbed him were all to become real in the 20th 
century(Salvator mundi posing for 2020). Other drawings 
that might especially haunt us in the aftermath of recent 
earthquakes and the tsunami in Japan are his Deluges, a 
series of spiralling, roiling visions of the devastating power of 
nature. 

Leonardo was sceptical about many beliefs of his time, 
mocking the idea of ghosts or walking spirits, but another 
eerie note seems to show that he did believe in bad omens. 
He describes how, as he began to paint a mural in the Great 
Council Hall in Florence, the mighty bell above it rang, his 

http://www.britishmuseum.org/explore/highlights/highlight_objects/pd/l/leonardo_da_vinci,_military_ma.aspx
http://www.flyingmachines.org/davi.html
http://www.royalcollection.org.uk/egallery/object.asp?exhibition=LEOTRAV&object=912386&row=2
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pail of water spilt, it started to rain and "soon it was as black 
as night". He takes this episode seriously, so perhaps he 
really did believe in prophets and prodigies of nature. 

 

 

 

To understand completely LEONARDO DA VINCI and MICHELANGELO’S 

INCARNATION THEORY YOU NEED TO UNDERSTAND CONSCIOUSNESS 

(CHITTA)To understand the nature of things and ascertain facts 

about chitta one have to be familiar with some concepts and 

figures common to both ancient roman and eastern 

civilization. 
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          DARWIN’S THEORY FAILS TO ANSWER ABOUT 
CREATION OF SOUL   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

s 

 

 

 

 

 

Being curious about everything and curious just for 

curiosity's sake, not simply because it's useful, is the 

defining trait of Leonardo. It's how he pushed himself and 

taught himself to be a genius.  

The Mona Lisa's fame is the result of many chance 
circumstances combined with the painting's inherent 
appeal. There is no doubt that the Mona Lisa is a very 
good painting. It was highly regarded even as Leonardo 
worked on it, and his contemporaries copied the then novel 
three-quarter pose. Leonardo da Vinci's The Last Supper, depicting 
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the final few meal Jesus Christ shared with his apostles, is known the world 
over, and is believed to be most reproduced religious painting ever. The 
Renaissance artist was also influenced by great thinkers such as 
philosophers Aristotle and Plato. 

 

 

HUMOR Was the key in ancient paintings 

You don’t want to be called that frown faced boring person when in reality you 

are one of the most wonderful playful person in this world. It just happened 

because of the misconception that you created by being unhappy with your life 

that day and not smiling for a moment on the other person’s joke in the public. 

Every living creature on this planet is happy and probably in a joyful state so 

why wouldn’t you? 

 You are serving life. life got your human form to be in even more joyful states 

than the other creatures after so many incarnations (cycles of birth and death) 

and so much sufferings and pain only to have a higher developed senses as a 

human to enjoy all sorts of physical pleasure much more than you had in 

previous births when you were a banyan tree or a monkey .could you have 

tasted or enjoyed those many things which you could now being a human-

god’s finest creation’s? 

NO, you don’t have any reason to be unhappy was one of the main themes of 

renaissance arts which often combined humor to demonstrate facts . 

 

 

Some concepts  necessary for understanding vedic religion 
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                                                         6 KARMIC DOSHAS 

 

 

 

The creative forces of materialism often gets into a fight with the spirit or soul 

of our body and starts identifying with 6 karmic  doshas ( faults). These doshas 

are result of the soul identifying too much with the bodily needs and thus 

entrapping itself within the karmic  laws . These doshas are KAMA (lust), 

KRODHA (anger) , LOBHA (greed) , MOHA (delusion) , MADA (pride) , 

MATSARYA (envy).  

These are the general doshas found in different proportion in each and every 

human. These doshas have been much talked about in Hinduism in detail in 

nearly every ancient scriptures including GEETA and is widely accepted that if 

conquered brings superhuman or god like qualities in the person. but it isn’t 

much ado about nothing. As simple as it seems to understand and recognize 

these doshas in other persons, the task gets unreasonably tougher when 

finding it in one’s own self as it requires deeper introspection of one’s actions 

and motives and once discovered the correct form and proportion of these 
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doshas in oneself it requires much penance and devotion to maa durga (Wife 

of lord Shankar  in Hinduism seated on a lion) to get  completely free  from 

these doshas forever from one’s life. The reason for these doshas found within 

different persons in different proportions is still unknown and it’s believed it’s 

somewhere related to our past lives actions. These doshas have been called 

the originator of the Pandora’s box(a mythical box from which all the troubles 

and sufferings in this world originated) for mankind in the present as well as in 

the next lives. 

 

 

 

 

 



*inner consciousness in hindu culture is often revered to the sixth sense through which we can see things 

which cannot be seen by our two eyes. 

 

 

 

                                                  UNDERSTANDING ONE’S TRUE SELF 

 

 

 

To understand one’s true self one needs to remove the veils of the doshas clouding the soul 

whose true nature is to get dissolved into the cosmic consciousness. The fight with oneself will be 

painful and tough but will be worth it. If you are determined and have lord’s grace on you, you 

will be invincible at the end however hard these doshas seem to get rid of. 

 

Kaama (lust)- It is the toughest of all doshas to get rid of once under its spell  because of directly 

descending on us from our animal ancestors. All the major religions of India including Hinduism 

, Sikh and Buddhism completely disallows any form of lust in thoughts or in action because of 

its direct association  with the animal nature of Promiscuity and the chaos and disorder 

associated with it within the body ,mind and soul . When overpowered by lust human mind is at 

its lowest level of understanding, it is unable to think or control it’s senses. It is in the most 

vulnerable state to negative elements of the universe subjecting the bearer to various kinds of  

diseases , mood swings and misfortunes. A soul overpowered by the insatiable desires of kaama 

can never be able to comprehend it’s true nature and thus advance spiritually. He can never 

attain the grace of god in this life time and the next even when totally devoted to his god. Our 

ancient rishis (sages) and saints have tried to illustrate the power of the kaama by calling only 

the Shiva Mahadeva (GOD OF GOD’S ) because of his extraordinary ability of defeating kaama 

by burning god of kaama i.e  Kaamdev with his third eye (third eye here  is often interpreted as 

one’s inner consciousness*) so through one’s consciousness one can defeat kaama if he is keen 

and totally determined on doing that.  

Moreover, indulging in lustful activities will lead to the wastage of precious life giving seminal 

fluids. One drop of these seminal fluids takes 100 drops of bloods to form thus suggesting the 

preciousness of these divine fluid. Wastage of these fluids are found to bring weakness and all 

sorts of diseases in one’s body. wasting these bodily fluids makes you weak internally externally 

as well as spiritually. These desire for gratification and momentarily pleasures often become 

one’s habit making it more difficult in the future to get rid of these evil practices for the soul if 

not checked. 

The difficulty in overpowering Kaama can be accessed by the fact that even Muni Vishwamitra 

was unable to control his passions on seeing Menka thus it’s the all powerful  nature of kaama 

that Hinduism suggests kaama but only with one’s own wife and that’s the reason why many 

deserving 



 

saints and seekers in various matths and ashrams  across India don’t often take vows of 

brahmacharya (vow of celibacy) because of the difficulty  associated with dealing with kaama  

and thus they marry and also have a family to look after along with their continued search for 

god which is in no way less than the saints who took life time brahmacharya vows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                   

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KRODHA (Anger) 

 

“Have you seen your face when you are angry??” was the question my mother used  to taunt 

me with whenever I used to get angry during my childhood days and this is the question I am 

going to ask you all “Have you seen your face when you are angry??”. The red ugly face we get 

when we are angry is the least of our problems but the pain and helplessness associated with 

the soul is the real problem. The sudden spike in the blood pressure due to increased heart beat 

often damages the delicate nerves and capillaries of our body which is generally not felt by the 

person who  is himself  too inclined in injuring other physically or verbally without caring about 

the damages taking place within his own body when angry. There is no dosha encountered by 

the body, when the mind is in such a dreadful state. The mind totally looses the power of 

questioning and ascertaining the consequences of it’s actions when angry. No wise person 

would like to advise or make you calm when you are angry because he knows your anger might 

even take toll on him even if you didn’t want to. 

The person during anger state is the most helpless of all because he is not able to help himself 

even. He isn’t control of himself. It’s often seen most of the regretful incidents take place when 

we are angry thus  the best way to get over with is introspection over your daily activities and 

especially how you reacted when you were angry and if you have a raised consciousness you 

will realize how terrible and pathetic you were and not let anger overpower you next time 

however ugly the situation is it has no power to affect you if you choose not to react to it. 

Nature has a very unique way of creating situations to check our reactions. It laughs on us the 

same way we laugh when we see someone behaving foolishly and  how dearly we would like 

him to see him behaving foolishly next time again….we all have a part of this universal 

consciousness thus if we keep on reacting foolishly like a bull which when rejected by the cow 

gets angry and starts trampling or goring all other creatures it comes across without 

understanding that the other creature had no fault in his rejection but only we understand that 

the reason for it’s stupid behavior was it’s anger and his getting angry doesn’t in any way 

improve his chances of not being rejected the second time similarly we too are judged for our 

choices we take when things doesn’t work the way we wanted to by the forces of nature 

including our own subconscious and since we are the reflection of the divine we are judged 

even more harshly and made to face even more complicated situations to get stupid reactions 



 

out of us by mother nature if we had reacted foolishly previous time.Hari’s eyes have been 

depicted wide open in various paintings in asia similar to the wide eyes of MONALISA. 

 

 

LOBHA(Greed) 

 Have you ever faced a situation when you were so close to getting that thing you so dearly 

wanted but alas something unusual , something unpredictable came in between you and your 

object of desire and at the end you didn’t get that. It didn’t seem fair at first , it seemed  as if 

the whole universe was conspiring against you  However when you desperately needed 

something, nothing of such sort happened and you got it smoothly without too much of praying 

or too much of labor as if you were the lord’s favorite child……have you ever wondered why?? 

 

In the first case you just wanted it without caring about the consequences or even if you 

deserved it but in the second case you needed it and you would have been devastated if you 

hadn’t got it so while the Mother  Nature seems to be harsh at times when you are greedy at 

times  she is very tender and caring when you really need her. 

There would have been many similar instances faced by  some of you when you had a dinner 

invitation from three different places and while you were planning to visit and taste all of the 

three dinner meals  you somehow end up sleeping hungry that night.  was something wrong 

with you , were you were greedy that night? These type of embarrassing situations faced should 

be introspected to reveal the true nature of yourself as nothing happens without a reason and 

not going to the roots of it will only bring more of such situations in front of you.  

 

The most difficult problem in dealing with greed is you don’t recognize you are greedy for a 

certain thing. When it comes to recognizing greed in others it’s very easy task but it gets way 

too difficult when we have to look within us .You somehow believe that you deserve that thing 

but our subconscious knows everything about ourselves, things which even we don’t so we 

need to train ourselves to not get too happy for anything because that means you are greedy 

there should always be a feeling instilled that you deserved it and the fear and pain of losing 

that thing should be more than the pride and happiness of getting that object of desire to 

outwit your subconscious so that together with the forces of nature it doesn’t conspire to get 

between you and your object of desire. It’s very important!! 

 

Does that mean everything I want for myself is a kind of greed?? No, not really if you deserve 

that thing and have had worked for it and having it won’t change your attitude in any way, you 

can have      

 



 

 

 

 

MOHA (DELUSION) 

 

 

 

“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God” 

- John 1:1 

 

What is that you fear to loose? What is that prevents you from taking risks? What is it that 

prevents you from exploring your limitless qualities? Is it your fats and flesh laden body or your 

weak confined thoughts? 

According to science, some 13 billion years the observable and non- observable portions of our 

present universe  just got created out of singularity * . Was it a sound with certain frequency 

which just brought something out of nothing  or was it just one another paradox out of the 

innumerable mysteries of our cosmos that created infinite number of objects out of emptiness. 

India introduced westerners both to the concept of infinity and zero. our seers and 

mathematicians shared the belief that both infiniteness and nothingness are the two faces of 

the same coin that are totally in contrast to each other but compliment each other during 

complex mathematical problems. Just like Each sides of a coin  can be observed and conceived 

independently but  cannot be observed on both sides at the same time  by a viewer same is the 

thing with our consciousness, either you can relate to all sorts of materialistic desires and 

pleasures of this materialistic body or you can identify with the all-pervading spirit without any 

space or form who has no other desire than to unify with the eternal divine consciousness i.e 

the source of it’s creation. 

Whether you choose to be fooled by the ego of the spirit believing the world to exist only 

within your five physical senses of the human physical body and identify with it  or  you would 

rather like to be called a fool among the general public instead  for totally abandoning all 

pleasures of life in your search for god the decision should be entirely yours. our true purpose 

of life should be to meet the heavenly father who created us with his consciousness and 

understand that we are not anything more than the mere thoughts of our subconscious mind  

which has it’s origin at the center of our universe. 

 

 

 

http://biblehub.com/text/john/1-1.htm


 

 

 

 

 

 

*  A high energy density state of the universe where all known laws of physics including general relativity 

and quantum mechanics is believed to fail 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Salvator mundi (saviour of world)- Other than just symbolising 20 twice(2020),Artificial 

intelligence and two perspectives for things for common public this painting other hidden 

meaning from general public is that it’s name mundi in hindi means head .it refers to the 

alligator type head(skull) of the lord sometimes referring to the alien consiracy theories 

prevalent at the time,aliens(extraterrestials) have been known to have alligator type heads. 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

MADA (PRIDE)- one of the toughest doshas to handle during our spiritual advancement is mada i.e 

sense of pride associated with gaining of true knowledge. Most of the truth seekers fail on their 

journey of spiritual advancement because of this ever powerful dosha which comes into them 

once the are able to comprehend the workings of the universe and all the forces associated. With 

every new learnings the soul identified with this materialistic world along with other human 

beings instills a sense of superiority in itself and this sense of superiority prevents him from being 

humble which is the prime quality needed in any truth seeker  by any guru for realizing god. The 

most intelligent and powerful Ravana had failed to win against Shri  Rama because of the same 

dosha i.e which kept him looped in resulting in a series of monstrous acts by Him which ultimately 

led to his death. 

Even Ravana being a brahman by birth and having the knowledge of all the four Vedas couldn’t 

get rid himself of this dosha i.e because of the difficulty in identifying this dosha within oneself. To 

correctly identify the true nature and proportion of these doshas one needs to seriously 

introspect his or hers daily activities as well as the motives behind those activities until he is able 

to find those actions taken in a sense of pride and then get rid of it by remembering the 

humbleness of few great souls like   Jesus Christ , Shri Ram Krishna Paramhansa, etc. 

 

 

 

MATSARYA (Envy)- 

Each and every negative thought for others wastes more of the precious life energy earned from 

meditation and yoga excercises because of the peculiar reactions of our body organs like heart , 

liver , brains to bad thoughts. These same organs due to certain hormone secretions in our body 

take very little energy when the mind is happy and filled with good and positive thoughts for 

ourself as well as others. These continuous  inner  good thoughts instills a sense of socializing & 

brotherhood and these good thoughts can be seen on the face of the practitioner and thus 

creating ways in the universe for a mutual friendship and love between human. 

Thus not only  envy thoughts but envious companions should also be avoided.Envious 
companions when shared  a good thought with their negative thoughts neutralize the whole 
environment during the moments of discussions and the chances of the good thought in 
manifesting itself in reality more often collapses just as the harsh wind blows off a just lightened 
up earthen lamp. 
 

 

 

 



 

 

Socrates hand pointing upwards 

 

 

 



 

 

SAINT JOHN HANDS IN SIMILAR FASHION POINTING 

UPWARDS 



 

People waste lots of time and energy in poor thoughts . Your thoughts  

manifests into dream or reality depending upon the concentration of your 

thought or is invariably lost. over thinking isn’t a guaranty that your  thought 

or dream to come true so its necessary to save your life force for proper 

thoughts to destroy all your possibility through which defeat can enter more 

over positive thoughts is experimentally seen to be much more stronger then 

the negative thoughts .One needs to be careful that is brain isn’t flooded with 

negative thoughts which makes the soul and will power weak therefore it is 

important to first understand the nature of your thought and slowly to 

convert the negative thought into positive one this can be done when you 

stop thinking the moment  a negative thought tries to inters your mind with 

time and practice there won’t be a place for single negative thoughts. one 

must be careful while outwitting the mind because it tries to  play tricks 

whenever it is devoid of its birthright of thinking any thoughts so one needs 

to make sure that it does not rebels sometimes good and funny moment can 

also be thought along with positive thoughts your thoughts often appear in 

your eyes or your face which can be easily notice by psychologist , yogis  and 

conscious intuitive human beings  not only affect your mood and life but also 

the other people in and around you because poor thoughts are accompanied 

with negative energy which can be easily grasped by people in an around you 

thus affecting their wellbeing too. Here thinking should not be confused with 

day dreaming which just driving temporary pleasure in elusion . 
You should try to drive pleasure or happiness from your positive thoughts  

 

 

                                            

 ONE GOOD THING ABOUT BAD HABITS  

Human are creature of habits, it’s their habit that makes them unique from each other. Different 

people react differently to different situations because of their unique habits.  Habits are 

responsible for various physical traits to mental state odf a human being so it’s very important to 

carefully notice one’s habits. The only good thing about bad habits is that even   it is a habit  and 

believe it or not habit has a power to change your life and once you develop it consciously or 

unconsciously you will be doing  that wastage of  life force or prana.  



 

However, for bad habbits The "I" who wants to overcome the habit, and the "I" which enjoys the 

habit are different. Learn to recognize the difference. The habit is enjoyed by your body-mind, it is 

justified by your intellect, it is disgusted by your Samskara, It is witnessed by your Chitt 

(consciousness) and then there is an "I" which is detached from all this. That "I" is your soul, 

Learn to differentiate between your various "I"s. Live at the level of soul and let your body-mind 

do whatever they want to do. At one point your soul will provide strength to your mind and you 

will be able to overcome your habit. 

It is your habit. Only you have to get rid of it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

SOME Secrets……….. 

 

. Wearing a bangle or bracelet or armband made of silver,copper and brass or lead  greatly  

enhances the drawing capacity of cosmic energy by your body the popper working of this 

phenomena is not understood by scientists around the world presently. However one should be 

careful to not speak lies when wearing  copper as copper is believed to be a very pure metal 

because of tremendous amount of heat  associated with it’s creation .  Certain metals emit energy 

because of the unique characteristic  of its particle’s in different states of vibrations. Every particle  

possess unique properties because of its vibrations of its different  frequency of its individual 

atoms and contact with human body produces vibrations in our bones of which in details I will not 

go  in this book it affect your mind body mind and soul giving you a stronger mind a healthy body 

and joyful soul drawing infinite power from the universe with less effort. 

 Non vegetarian food should be avoided as much as possible or completely discarded form your 

diet only those  food should be eaten which clams your body mind and soul vegetarian  food not 

only taste good but also does  not sends  hit waves unlike non vegetarian foods in your body non 

vegetarian food also contain the pain of the animals and is widely believed  a layer of fat around 

your brain this greatly reducing the drawing capacity of cosmic energy by medulla oblongata thus 

bringing early old days and  suffering to the person. Moreover we humans we are meant to eat 

vegetarian foods like  monkeys. Most of the carnivorous  animals are seen to drink water with 

their  tongues out and in same case of breathing. non vegetarian food are not meant for human 

beings though its good for health but produces devastating effect on your soul thus totally not 

desirable for truth seeker. 

Try to meditate near heavy object like mountains and old temples because  their massiveness 

bends times space fabrics  thus allowing your consciousness  to transcend beyond their  

dimension  easily. 

Do not disturb life form during evening with your actions like plucking leaves , flowers  etc. during 

evening or using water from ponds, wells and thus disturbing them during their sleeps after their 

whole tiresome  day during  their rests.    

Don’t think about bad dreams after waking up. They have a chance of getting fulfilled the more 

you think about them. If a bad desire has been dumped in SwapanLoka, you have renewed it the 

very next morning by thinking about that dream. So the desire still remains. 

 

 

ILLUSION 



 

The strings of Time and Fluid of space cannot be comprehended with mind. Because mind is 

within the illusion of Time-Space. You need to transcend mind. You will realize that you are not a 

fixed body-mind. You can move. You are a free soul which can ride anything. Don't imagine the 

soul with mind. Transcend your mind and realize the soul. Then all your questions shall be 

answered. 

You will realize that there are only 3 things out there - (1) Soul (2) Time strings (3) Space fluid. 

Soul is the rider and the vehicles of soul are made up of space-time. There are infinite 

combinations of Time-Space and therefore there are infinite vehicles available for soul. The soul 

chooses a vehicle as per it's Karma-desire and experiences the ride. 

Don't seek ready made answers. You need to find your own answers. Lord Hanuman's words are 

there to guide you. They are not there to sit in your mind. They are there to help you transcend 

your mind. The illusion of Time-Space is very strong. Therefore you need to have a very strong 

desire to get answers. Then only you can come out of the illusions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

These western period arts referring to their deep eastern connection these become a valuable 

source of knowledge and open vaults to a larger secrets chamber.India is the second most 

populated country in the world.it’s religion Hinduism primarily based on the religious worship of 

his primal god Narayan.Nrayan have had various incarnation as human called ram and Krishna. 

Every religious or conscious human being knows the power of spreading happiness and love. We 

have heard the stories of several great souls in the past who are still revered for  their 

benevolence.  Almost all the religious scriptures of the world  mention the importance of helping 

the poor and needful. Making someone happy will bring happiness back to you and your family 

and that too increased manifold and also improves your  karmic life and  thus benefitting 7 

generation of your family .on the same hand selfish  and meanness brings unhappiness to you and 

your immediate relatives and reducing the chances of you attaining salvation in this or next life. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Renaissance art popularizes KARMA 

 

Exact working of karmic  law is very oblivious and complex however it can be ascertained in short 

that good & selfless actions  brings prosperity and happiness in this and the next life. Any action 

by you  linked or retained in your conscious or subconscious memory will produce  reactions in 

your life. There are various incidents that occur in your life to which you don’t have any reason for 

it’s occurrence. It’s definitely because of some of your past actions in this or past life by you or 

your relative. Though  past life karmas cannot be remembered by normal human beings but 

deeper introspection and meditation might reveal to you those  present life actions which leaded 

to such happenings or incidents that  you faced. To nullify your karmic bondages react as 

minimum as possible to arising situations and if acted try to erase that memory from your mind in 

which some mistakes were perhaps made by you in judgement however willfully done bad actions 

are sure to bring some misfortunes. 

Why is that soul has to carry the karmic bondages in other lifetime ? Karmas are the masse 

information which is accumulated in our body at cellular as well as astral level because of our 

interaction with the surrounding. Why couldn’t all the karmic effects get nullified with their action 

and reaction  ending  in the present life itself? The answer to this question lies in the fact that 

there are innumerous types of actions good or bad activities that a living thing  can do with 

another lifeform. The exact nature of the actions produces results which cannot be limited to the 

few senses of the life form in that lifetime thus then it becomes important for the soul to carry 

forward the results in the next life where  at suitable time the result finds full expression . For e.g.  

a man who collects horns of a particular animal killing it for posterity  his entire  life. However 

dearly you would want karma to punish him as quickly as you can you cannot expect him to find 

another man in his same life time which does the same with him. But then he might be born in 

other life form in his next life where he might be killed for the same type of purposeless acts 

which he had been doing his entire life in a human form.  

 

 

 

 

 

To understand completely LEONARDO DA VINCI AND MICHELANGELO YOU NEED TO 

UNDERSTAND CONSCIOUSNESS (CHITTA) 

 

 



 

THE NOTORIOUS CUNNINGLY SMILING GOD SEEMS TO HAVE DETONATED THE BOMB AND HAS 

TURNED AROUND AND IS JUST WAITING NOW FO THE BOMB TO EXPLODE .THE TURN ALSO 

SYMBOLIZES THE SUPREME LORD WHEN HE WAS A MISCHIEVOUS CHILD AND WOULD WAIT FOR 

HIS MOTHER TO TURN AROUND FROM HIM TO DDO HIS MISCHIEF.IT IS A SORT OF REMINISCENCE 

OF VARIOUS MOMENTS OF HIS BILLION ACTIVITIES.HERE IN TIM’S PERSPECTIVE LEONARDO HAD 

A VERY DEEP KNOWLEDGE OF HINDUISM RELIGION.WHERE HARI IS REGARDED AS THE SUPER 

SOUL , WARRIOR, BLISSFUL , SHY , ALPHA,LAST REFUGE, PRIMAL ,DELIVERER AND LADEN WITH 

VARIOUS OTHER QUALTIES OF THE LORD HIMSELF. The turn also symbolizes the time where the 

lord has now decided to stand for righteousness and parted ways with his unholy activities. 

 

 

The lord who is equally capable in sdisguising as  girl just like his Mohini avatar for attaining his 

goals also is seen in this painting which is why this girlish component became 

associated(synonymous) with this painting.The turn is also sacred because of the fact that the 

timing is so perfect that everything else outside the turn including the space would have 

collapsed.LEONARDO KNEW THAT WHAT WESTERN CIVILISATION HAD NARROWED DOWN DOWN 

TO ENERGY, EASTERN CIVILISATION HAD ALREADY NARRROWED IT FURTHER DOWN TO COSMIC 

ENTITIES(GODS).These truths bigger than that of discovery of god’s particle or stem must be 

preserved for posterity. 

 

 

 

It may sound strange but the biggest danger to your spiritual advancement is if you accept 

as your guru a person who is incapable of guiding you back home,back to Godhead. 

It is Kali-yuga and this age is called the age of quarrel and the age of hypocrisy. Almost 

everyone is cheating and almost everyone is presenting themselves as something which 

they are actually not. This is the age of the cheaters and the cheated. Practically every guru 

is a cheater and practically every so-called disciple wants to be cheated. Renaissance was a 

period not just of cultural prosperity but of religious prosperity as well.people wanted 

answers not only to scientific questions but to spiritual and ontological  questions as well. 

Most so-called spiritual seekers are not really prepared to surrender to Krishna or to 

surrender to Krishna’s pure devotee and make the mission of Krishna’s pure devotee their 

own mission in life. No they have their own program. And they want a guru who they can 

give some money to and guru will give them some blessings and assure them that 

everything they are doing is OK and they really don’t have to change much in their lives at 

all. So they want to be cheated. They want a guru who will reassure them that it is OK to 

stay in illusion, it is OK to stay in maya, as long as they give the cheating guru some 

money, everything is fine… 



 

This is the way of guru in Kali-yuga. Practically you can guarantee that any person you 

meet who is claiming to be a guru and claiming to be able to guide you back home, back to 

Godhead is cheating. In Kali-yuga it is safe to assume that anyone who is claiming to be a 

guru is bogus and is unable to actually help you reach the ultimate goal–shelter at 

Krishna’s lotus feet. 

So in a genuine way these devotees take up the position of guru but because they are not 

themselves pure devotees they can not guide their disciples in such a way that they can 

give up all their sinful activities and become properly situated as pure devotees in Krishna 

consciousness. Because these “sincere” gurus are unable to save their disciples and they 

have taken the responsibility to save them, they suffer so much bad karma. So ultimately 

they fall down and so do their disciples. 

It is something like if someone has very good intentions and sees a drowning man in the 

ocean and out of real love and concern for the drowning man he jumps into the ocean to 

save this man–not even considering that he can not swim himself. So it is a very nice 

sentiment. But he will drown himself and he will not be able to save the drowning man–

both of them will drown. So from this very nicely motivated action only disaster is the 

result. 

The would-be lifesaver should have taken the time to consider the situation and instead of 

trying to save the drowning man himself admitted his inability to swim and found someone 

who can really swim and save the drowning man. If he can find some qualified lifesaver 

and connect him to the drowning man then he will save the drowning man and he will not 

drown himself. 

One can reach enlightenment on the strength of his own aspiration. We know that the first 

person who realised God did not have a human Guru. But again, we know that there is 

something called speed. If one gets help from a qualified person, then he can make the 

fastest progress. Why do you attend this university? So many people are studying here. 

They could have studied at home instead. But they knew that they could not make the 

fastest progress by themselves, so they came here to study. Books are available for the 

students to read, but they also need a teacher who will be able to show them how to study 

the field they have chosen and how to interpret the meaning of what they learn. In this way 

they learn their lessons faster. 

For everything we need a teacher. The mother is the first teacher. She teaches the child the 

alphabet for a few months. Then he has a kindergarten teacher, primary and high school 

teachers and college and university professors. Then this human study, earthly study, ends, 

and he himself becomes a teacher. But the mother played her role for a few months. She 

taught him the alphabet. If I want to learn how to sing, I need a teacher. If I want to learn 

how to sprint, I need a teacher. If I want to do anything on earth, I need a teacher to show 

me the best possible way. Then how is it that I do not want or need a teacher in the 

spiritual life? Spirituality is also a kind of knowledge. You will say, "God is within us. 

Why have we to take any help from anybody?" But I will say, "God is in this book also. 

Why do we ask a teacher to explain the book?" God is in everything, but we know that 



 

there is always someone who is more advanced in a particular subject than we are. A 

professor of English has more knowledge than a student. In the spiritual life also, a God-

realised man, a spiritual Master, has much more God-Knowledge than a seeker. But when 

a seeker realises God, he is like a student who has received his Master's degree. He no 

longer needs a teacher. 

We have to know how fast we want to go. In the spiritual life we can stumble, we can walk 

or we can run the fastest. When we have a Master, we can run the fastest because he offers 

us his own inner strength, his protection, his concern, his compassion and God's Light. He 

offers, and the disciple receives from him. A guru is not indispensable, but again, one can 

be wise in this matter. If one can reach the Goal much faster by taking help from someone 

on the way, what is wrong with that? America is the land of speed. Everything here is 

faster than the fastest. If you want to realise God as fast as possible, then take the help of 

someone. After you have reached your Goal, you no longer need to take his help. I came to 

San Francisco from New York by jet. The jet pilot was my guide. As soon as I landed here, 

I no longer needed the jet or the pilot; I had reached my destination. In the spiritual life 

also, when you reach your destination you don't need anyone. But while you are travelling 

you have to know how fast you want to go. I could have come to San Francisco from New 

York by some other means, but it would have taken me a longer time. The seeker has to 

know whether he prefers to travel at the speed of a bullock cart or at the speed of a jet 

plane. If one wants to realise God on his own, he will proceed at the speed of a bullock 

cart; but if one wants to realise God with the help of a Master, he will complete his journey 

at jet speed. 

 

 

 

BEYOND I 

UNDERSTANDING  “I” 

Renaissance peiod often made people ask why spirituality at all when they  they can live in reality 

and what’s the problem in acquiring material success and if Spirituality is only  to atone for the 

wrongdoings which people do out of ambition etcetera. I appreciate their concern but I would like 

to tell that the only problem in going  only after materialistic  successes  is that you are never 

contended with it. It’s hard to get out of it’s grip once you have got a taste of it. During their 

conquest for materialistic pleasure people often act  just like those Himalayan deers who 

searching for the scent that is in their bellies wanders all over in vain; however had it’s 

consciousness been risen a bit it would have understood that the scent that’s been driving it crazy 

was nowhere else but in it’s own belly. Moreover  Watever  few fleeting  moments of happiness 

you gather with victory during your quest for success driven by greed or ambition or enjoyment 

whatever it soon vanishes and again you start running again to your next conquest till you get 

defeated at the end by life itself one day.  



 

Spirituality is not at all  to compensate for the wrongdoings you did during your attempts for 

success but it is to understand the true purpose and  meaning of your life. The best way for 

present generation is to combine materialistic success with spirituality only then can they remain 

ever truly satisfied , peaceful and blissful. 

Every soul has a unique combination of Karma-Desire. As a result, it has a unique reality/world 

around it. To get out of that reality/world, the soul has to find its own path which leads to 

Moksha. There are no general paths. There can be similarities in the paths of many souls but 

every soul's path is unique.  

Suppose a million souls found out that there is a similarity in the paths being followed by them. So 

they gave a general term to refer to all those paths. That general term is 'Hinduism'. In ancient 

times there were no such labels as 'hinduism'. It has come up only in the modern history. 

Don't dwell in labels. Realize your soul and find your unique path which can get you out of this 

illusionary world and get you Mukti.DA VINCI’S PORTRAYAL OF JOHN AS JESUS IS EVEN MORE 

INTRIGUING WHERE HIS FIRST INDEX FINGER POINTS TO HARI in the same way Socrates points it 

towards him accusing himperhaps  for the circumstancses where he ig going to drink the chalice 

of poison. 

 

 

 

The one thing that has been noticed all over the world is people’s are more happy if they have no 

regrets.Most of the kids till their teenage are more happy compared to the adults only because 

theyhad been  following their hearts for most of their actions. But once people get older they 

start hesitating even for things they would have once loved to do out of many reasons. Rich and 

poor people alike regret because of many reasons but the most common found reason is they 

they did not take care of their loved ones when they had the chance to do it. They were so 

occupied in their own  affairs that they didn’t speak what they had to didn’t do what they should 

to their loved ones when they had the chance and this regret doesn’t let them be happy even if 

they get whatever they had desired for.Renaissance was a period not just of cultural prosperity 

but of religious prosperity as well.people wanted answers not only to scientific questions but to 

spiritual and ontological  questions as well.  

So it’s very important to keep in your mind. The greatest treasure you possess is the people you 

love. Money, fame , power everything is nothing compared to the feeling of being loved. You 

need to take care of each and every person you love and do whatever possible to keep them 

happy starting from you family members mom , dad , siblings , grand parents etc. They have been 

loving you selflessly never giving heed to any out of your many shortcoming   it’s time to pay back. 

If you are able to return them back even half of the love they showed and if you get successful in 

making them happy trust me you have nothing to worry you have consciously or unconsciously  

improved your karmas. There is no regret to haunt you back once you get wise someday. You will 

soon be surprised to see you are one of the few happiest people in the world if you have paid 

them back all those peoples who had once showed their love to you. 



 

DESIRES AND DEVOTION 

Desires may get blocked for a number of reasons. An ordinary human being thinks that Gods can 

clear the blockage instantly. That is not true. If you have read Leelas of Lord Hanuman in, you 

must have realized that Gods also work within the framework of laws which run this universe.  

There is a certain trap called the Mire Gridlock. More Gods try to blockage in such a gridlock, 

more new blockages come up. That is partly caused by the soul itself. You need to cooperate in 

order for Gods to be able to clear the blockages. Here are a few things you can do from your side: 

Your soul has already expressed your desire to the universe. Don't repeat that desire again and 

again otherwise things get complicated for Indra Deva. If you see your desire getting fulfilled in 

SwapanLoka, you can repeat your desire again after waking up. Otherwise don't repeat your 

desire. 

Repeating desire doesn't only mean speaking with your mouth or thinking. You are expressing this 

desire hundreds of times everyday. You know how? Your single desire has affected your entire 

outlook. It is showing its influence in every single thing you do. To make things simple for Indra 

Deva, you have to do your Karmas as if you don't have this unfulfilled desire loaded at your back.  

Also, don't let your mind be in the fear that 'what if the desire doesn't get fulfilled. What if I don't 

become mother.' If you have this fear, you have Asurrahs around you and where there are 

Asurrahs, Gods cannot help you. It is up to the soul to stay aware and not let Asurrahs take over 

body-mind. It is not Gods' duty to shoo away Asurrahs.  

One way to stay free from fear is to think about an alternative. You should think like, 'No problem 

if my desire doesn't get fulfilled. I can adopt someone'. Or any other alternative you can think of. 

The Eye of Providence (or the all-seeing eye of God) is a symbol that depicts an eye, often 

enclosed in a triangle and surrounded by rays of light or Glory, meant to represent divine 

providence, whereby the eye of God watches over humanity 

 

 

 

 

 

MEANING OF DREAMS 

Renaissance period art depicts dream as happy that the bad thing has happened in 

**SwapanLoka. Otherwise it could have happened in *MaanavLoka. Bad dreams DO NOT signify 

that bad things are going to happen to you in real. But if you think about those bad dreams 

after waking up, that thinking (and not the dream) can change your Karma in bad way. Take 

example of a woman who saw evil nature of her mother-in-law (MIL) in her dreams. This dream 

signifies that that MIL cannot be so evil in MaanavLoka. Suppose that woman inferred a wrong 

meaning of that dream. She believed that her MIL is evil in real. Then she will stop trusting her 



 

MIL and her relationship with her MIL will go wrong. Then her MIL may become evil in reality. 

That woman may think that she had already seen evil nature of her MIL in dreams and her 

dream was true. But actually her thoughts after the dream (and not the dream) created 

mistrust and made her MIL evil. Therefore, do not think about dreams after waking up. If you 

create a fear in real life because of bad dream, that fear may get materialized. Because fear is a 

form of desire. What we fear is what we indirectly desire. Therefore, if you see a bad dream, 

thank God for dumping your bad desire in SwapanLoka. If you see a good dream, renew that 

desire and work on your Karma so that the good desire can be fulfilled in MaanavLoka next 

time. 

 

 

 

*maanavloka – Abode of humans 

** Dreamloka- Another realm where soul goes when our during deep sleep. Our physical laws 

of nature of maanavloka do not apply there exactly however there are similarities. 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

There is a 3 dimensional space around you. Your body moves in that space. How do you denote 

that space geometrically? You draw three axis : x-axis, y-axis, z-axis. You can denote location of an 

object in the graph of these axes.  

The way body moves in space dimensions, your soul moves in the Karma-desire dimensions. 

Imagine your soul as a point in the graph of x,y,z axis. In every axis there is positive side and 

negative side. 

So when you do something in this world which accumulates negative Karma on you, your soul 

moves on negative side of Karma-axis. And when you do positive Karma, your soul moves in the 

positive side of Karma-axis. This way your soul's Karma-Desire coordinates keep changing. It is 

similar to change of location of your body in space. 

If your soul remains at negative side of axis (AsurLoka), then also you are trapped in the illusion. If 

you are only at positive side (i.e. you are in VishnuLoka), then also you are trapped. Even if you 

are at zero (In BrahmaLoka), you are trapped. If you keep oscillating between negative and 



 

positive i.e. if you are indifferent to both positives and negatives (in ShivaLoka), then also you are 

trapped. 

Leonardo was both a great mathematician and a spiritiual seeker.The truth lies beyond positives 

and negatives and truth is stranger than fiction was the main theme of renaissance period arts. 

 

 

 

Sage Aurva's experiments 

One of the indian rishiss knew that only two things are required to bring a life into 

existence – (1) Fluid of Space (2) Threads of Time. He applied his vast knowledge of 

Space-Time to come to the conclusion that a woman can mother as many as 60,000 

children. He found that a life comes into existence when time and space intersect with each 

other. And the souls who occupy a woman's body have access to as many as 60,000 such 

intersection points. His experiments nowhere mentions the number of intersection points 

the souls who occupy in man's body have access to. 

He found that God of Time manifests through woman body and God of space manifests 

through man's body. Therefore women provide the 'Time' part of intersection and man 

provide 'Space' part of intersection. 

Physical intercourse is one of the methods to rise above body-mind and reach to the level 

of soul and then drive the souls to an intersection of space-time where life comes into 

existence. Also, physical intercourse is the method to call Lord Indra in the body of male 

and Kaal deva in body of female. 

Da Vinci began working on The Last Supper in 1495 and finished the masterpiece in 1498. 

DESCARTES eventually discovers that “I exist” is impossible to doubt 

and is, therefore, absolutely certain. 

 

While modern theories like Charles Darwin's theory of evolution only explains about 

evolution of soul only after birth this piece of  excellent renaissance art  give answers to 

rather more intriguing questions regarding  before creation of soul even.   

Several themes could be said to unite da Vinci's eclectic interests. Most 

notably, he believed that sight was mankind's most important sense and 

that “saper vedere”(“knowing how to see”) was crucial to living all aspects 

of life fully. 



 

While modern writers fail to bring  out a theory of everything da vinci was 

the first to be able to achieve it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                        

 



 

 

 


